Laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) can be reliably produced with ultrashort (<10 ps) laser pulses given fluence near the ablation threshold. Neat, parallel, uniform structures are harder to reproduce. Electrodynamic models show a field at normal incidence interacts with the surface resulting in periodicity in intensity along the surface in the direction of the incident E-field producing ridges and toughs on the surface orthogonal to the E-field. A completely smooth surface offers nothing to perturb the eventual periodic feature formation but is very difficult to achieve: we have demonstrated that simply avoiding surface roughness components near the frequency and direction of the emergent features significantly improves uniform feature production. An appropriate unidirectional polishing process can be realised using an inexpensive spinning cloth wheel. By using a cylindrical lens we were also able to process stainless steel surfaces at 5 mm 2 s −1 so indicating useful industrial potential.
Introduction
The periodic features that emerge on material surfaces after a number of laser pulses near the ablation threshold are commonly known as laser-induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) [1, 2] and have been produced with a wide range of pulse lengths on a broad selection of materials. These structures have interesting and potentially useful properties: nano-structures can be used to affect the functional properties of surfaces such as wetting [3] , optical properties [4] , or friction control [5] ; however, a reliable and quick method of fabrication is essential if they are to be exploited in real applications. Although the laser writing process is quite straightforward, unless the initial surface is very finely polished the generated periodic features are not completely uniform but instead are modified by initial random scratches on the surface [6] , for example see Fig. 1 . In this paper we describe and explain (with reference to theory) a simple technique to ensure highly uniform LIPSS features which avoids the time-consuming step of fine surface polishing. It has been shown that LIPSS can be helpful in control of friction and wetting [3, 7, 8] but many engineering applications, such as injection moulds and some bearing surfaces, can have geometry that does not lend itself to very fine surface finishing prior to laser treatment. In principle a much lower quality surface will still allow uniform LIPSS to occur if linear polishing marks are aligned with the laser E-field so opening a wide range of applications to this technology.
At least two types of LIPSS can occur from ultrashort pulse interaction; high spatial frequency LIPSS (HSFL) [9, 10] and low spatial frequency LIPSS (LSFL). This paper deals with only LSFL despite using ultrashort pulses (well below the pulse duration at which the fluence required for material breakdown scales with pulse [11] , specifically pulse < 10 ps).
Theory
Many theories have been developed since the first publication about this phenomenon in 1965 [12] with surface plasmons [13] and mechanical wave motion [14] offering potentially robust mechanisms. Detailed electrodynamic models are represented by the efficacy factor theory (EFT) [15] and the finite difference time domain (FDTD) method [16] ; the latter being a numerical interpretation of the first is unfortunately somewhat opaque and so does not provide the same physical insight into the formation process as an analytical method. We therefore used EFT to guide development of the production process. EFT examines the interaction of an electromagnetic plane wave with a rough surface, and calculates the resultant energy absorption just below the surface.
For geometric simplicity we consider light at normal incidence to a plane surface which was at the focal distance from the final lens so the electromagnetic field at the surface is planar. A crosssection is taken as shown in Fig. 2 and this is split into 3 regions: (i) the dielectric space above, (ii) selvedge: a thin region containing the (rough) surface, and (iii) the solid material below the surface. Expressions have been developed by Sipe et al. [15] in the derivation of EFT to describe the field in each of these regions to give the energy absorption just below the surface; spatial frequency peaks in this field were correlated with experimental observations of LIPSS [17] . The key equation is:
where A( Ä) represents the absorbed energy just below the surface; Á( Ä; Ä) is the efficacy factor due to the incident beam (characterised by Ä l , the component of the incident wave vector parallel to the surface) interacting with the surface; b( Ä) is the Fourier representation of the surface roughness; and Ä represents spatial frequency parallel to the surface in the x-y plane. Spatial frequencies are normalised by the frequency of incident light. Surface modification is presumed to be dependent on the existence of amplitude peaks in A( Ä) which require non-zero regions of Á( Ä; Ä l ) and b( Ä) to overlap at one or more spatial frequencies: suitable spatial frequency components must exist in the surface topography before LIPSS can evolve. Deviations from a smooth plane scatter incident light and here introduce oscillatory field components along the surface; indeed, single defects lead to local nanostructures with low pulse numbers which can merge with those from neighbouring defects after many more pulses [18] . In essence, surface plasmons need something to 'kick off' from. A completely smooth surface suffers random damage due the first pulse or two from an intense laser [19] . Further pulses are then scattered [20] and frequency components of roughness can now couple with scattered light components along the surface to give distinct peaks in the absorbed energy [21] .
Any imperfections in the surface, such as scratches, modify the absorption and result in distortion of the emergent LIPSS [15] . According to the EFT equation above, any spatial frequency components orthogonal to those in the efficacy factor will not affect the resultant absorption; from this we deduce that high quality, uniform LIPSS are best formed on a surface polished orthogonally to the direction of intended LIPSS periodicity. In general, polishing is carried out using a circular motion which results in polishing marks in all directions across the surface which can only be removed by polishing to a really fine scale. Linear polishing, however, can remove pre-existing features in other directions, leaving only polishing marks in a single direction. Although contradictions are found in the literature, it is our experience that the direction of emergent low spatial frequency (LSFL) periodicity is parallel to the E-field of the incident laser energy (i.e. the direction of the ridges themselves is orthogonal to the E-field).
Peaks in the efficacy factor map do occur for smooth surfaces but require a roughness component at the same frequency to lead to absorption. Taking the conductivity of stainless steel at room temperature as ss = 1.4 × 10 6 −1 m −1 [22] and free electron density of 8.5 × 10 28 m −3 (based on density of 7874 kg m −3 and assuming molar mass as that of iron) the Drude model [13] leads to a time constant (or momentum scattering time [23] ) of 0.56 × 10 −15 s which was used to obtain an effective refractive index ofñ = 2.0 + 5.9i. Employing a numerical evaluation of EFT coded from [15, 24] with normally incident light of = 800 nm wavelength onto a smooth surface (roughness fill-factor F = 0), the efficacy factor map has crescent shaped peaks with a radius of about |k| = 1 and centroids on k y = 0 (see Fig. 3 ). Preferential absorption can occur if peaks in the roughness map coincide with any points on these crescents and over a number of pulses surface texture tends to be pulled towards the centroid of each crescent; the role of feedback was suggested in [25] . With no initial surface roughness one may expect random surface modification because after the pulse there are variations in the energy of free electrons depending on depth below the surface, direction of travel during pulse interaction and screening caused by surrounding electrons (using the electron gas model for this metal). Multi-photon absorption further complicates this matter and also alters the simple Drude model by energy transfer of multiple photon energies. This is not considered here.
Experiment
Whereas low spatial frequency LIPSS ( ∼ 0.8 ) have been produced with pulse lengths spanning the entire commercially available range of lasers [12, 17, 26] , we chose to use ultrashort pulses in common with the vast majority of published successful studies. The laser used was a Spectra Physics Hurricane which provides an average power of about 800 mW at 800 nm for a pulse length of ∼120 fs at 5 kHz. The Gaussian (TEM 00 ) beam from the laser was measured to have a diameter of 11.7 mm to 1/e 2 and was then focused through a 50 mm cylindrical lens to give a line focus and passes through a 2 mm wide aperture to cause ablation over an area of approximately 2 mm by 5 m.
Mannion et al. showed that, with similar laser parameters, low pulse numbers caused ablation and LIPSS on stainless steel 316 at a fluence of 0.42 J cm −2 [27] suggesting that about one quarter of our pulse energy was at sufficient intensity to cause ablation. Other work by the same group found the ablation fluence of stainless steel for 100 pulses to be 0.16 J cm −2 [28] ; also Orzi et al. measured it to be 0.15 ± 0.03 J cm −2 [29] but it must be noted that single pulse ablation threshold is higher than that for many pulses [27] and for a Gaussian intensity profile only part of the beam will be above the ablation threshold. In practise a waveplate and beam splitter were used during experimental trails to set the fluence so that slight ablation was just measureable after a single pulse.
The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 4 . The workpiece was moved at a constant velocity below the final lens in the direction of the narrow dimension of the focus; hence the number of pulses incident on any area of the surface is controlled by the surface velocity according to: N = f · w/v, where w is the beam width at the surface (taken as the width of visible damage to the workpiece from a single pulse), f is the laser repetition rate and v the scan speed. A region 2 mm wide could hence be treated in a single pass. The polarisation was set to align the E-field parallel to the narrow dimension of the focus with the aim of making ∼2 mm wide ripples with repeating structures occurring over the entire length of any given production scan. Taking the cylindrical lens focal length of 50 mm the calculated peak fluence was 0.37 J cm −2 based on pulse energy of 150 J, beam diameter of 11.7 mm to 1/e 2 and assuming Gaussian intensity profile. The material used was a high fatigue strength stainless steel, Sandvik Chromflex 7C27Mo2, representative of a durable engineering material suitable for replication tooling or direct application. The thickness used was 1 mm, cut into strips 15 mm by 100 mm. The focal position was aligned aurally (maximum audible disruption from laser incident on workpiece), at which point plasma formation was also visible at the sample surface. A long running industrial process using similar equipment has shown focus repeatability gives feature widths of 7 ± 1 m using the aural focus finding technique for many hundreds of runs.
To decouple polishing marks from LIPSS formation, the strip material was linearly polished (as discussed above) using a spinning cloth wheel and 'soap' type polishing compound. Given that the writing laser has a wavelength of around 800 nm one can expect periodic structures with a periodicity of just below 800 nm, so the surface would ideally be smooth at this length-scale. The linearly polished material was analysed using both an SEM and an AFM (examples shown in Figs. 5 and 6(a), respectively, the polishing direction in these images being vertical). Visually, these surfaces are far from high quality specular faces; however, compared to the expected LIPSS, the remaining surface features are shallow, low frequency and orthogonally aligned. The roughness was measured to have an average of Ra ≈ 10 nm and RMS of Rq ≈ 11.8 nm, both over the 50 m measuring window; somewhat smaller than the intended depth of the LIPSS at >50 nm. A surface examined using the AFM is presented Fig. 6 (a) together with Fourier analysis in Fig. 6(b) , which shows no significant amplitude in the y direction and hence no overlap with potential peaks in Á( Ä; Ä l ). Also, in the x direction the main peaks are at a lower spatial frequency than that associated with the laser wavelength.
Results
A series of areas were treated with different velocities of affect a range of pulse numbers incident in the treated surface. The Gaussian intensity profile of the scanned laser means the number of pulses is not an exact figure, more of a scaling parameter. The sequence of images in Figs. 7-12 show the evolution of LIPSS from a polished surface, through random roughness and the emergence of LSFL. A globular roughness results from very few pulses and resembles solidified molten material. As LSFL emerge the surface roughness appears to alter with higher frequency roughness in the trenches between smoother ridges.
Using a line focus from a cylindrical lens can produce relatively wide regions in a single pass [30] , as shown in Fig. 13 . In this figure white light was incident at an angle of inclination large enough to allow one of the first diffraction orders to propagate from the surface, which is captured by a colour camera where a spectrum was recorded; the background is dark as the zeroth order does not enter the camera aperture. The horizontal variations in this picture result from the Gaussian profile of the laser beam. The vertical variations, meanwhile, are due to non-uniform illumination and large SEM micrographs in Fig. 14 show LIPSS features on Sankvik Chromflex 7C27Mo2 made by scanning the 2 mm × ∼5 m line focused beam at three speeds with pulse repetition rate of 5 kHz. A different laser was used but with nominally identical parameters to that used for earlier results, however the number of pulses required is somewhat different. In this case it is clear that about 10 pulses are required to create well-formed LIPSS with period ∼650 nm; two longitudinal scratches are also visible with diagonal scratches faintly remaining. If the fluence is set below the ablation threshold then LIPSS can be achieved but many more pulses are required.
Below the micrographs in Fig. 14 are Fourier transforms to highlight periodicity and its direction. For reference there is a circle M. Ardron et al. / Applied Surface Science xxx (2014) xxx-xxx representing the incident laser wavenumber. Low pulse numbers gave emerging LSFL near to the incident frequency and aligned over a broad range centred roughly on the direction of the incident Efield; the orthogonal bright cloud within the laser frequency shows the polishing marks and breaks along the length of the ripple features. More pulses, shown in the middle image, give more distinct LSFL at slightly higher frequency and more consistently aligned with the E-field. In the right image are well defined periodic features with considerably higher spatial frequency than the incident light; the small bright spots showing well defined periodicity and direction aligned with the incident E-field. Polishing marks reduced as the pulse number increased as seen by the orthogonal scatter in the left FT image condensing to a central DC spot in the right FT image. 
Discussion
Using the large pulse energy of about 0.1 mJ to visibly damage an area of 5 m × 2 mm, well defined LSFL emerged after about 10 pulses although only random roughness appeared on an initially smooth surface after the first pulse or two. Even though EFT predicts peaks in the efficacy factor over crescent shaped regions with approximate radius corresponding to the laser frequency, the smooth surface was predicted to have no preferrential absorption in the absence of overlapping roughness components. Our experimental results agree with this prediction.
LIPSS start to appear with spatial period of the free space wavelength of the incident light and get progressively finer over the next few pulses; over this range of length-scale the initial surfaces were remarkably smooth in one direction using this crude preparation process. The EFT indicates that the formation mechanism behind LIPSS is the result of the electromagnetic field structure due to the incident pulse on the solid material interacting with the surface roughness [24] (EFT is time independent so it is not intended to be a comprehensive model.) This being the case, highly periodic features only require that the initial surface is devoid of topographical spatial frequencies in the region of spatial frequency peaks in the efficacy factor. This means that the initial surface preparation procedure needs to only achieve this goal, which can be provided by a simple linear (rather than circular) polishing process.
We have demonstrated a reliable method of producing relatively large areas of periodic nanostructures at 5 mm 2 s −1 for the laser processing part. In practice linear polishing with a spinning cloth wheel is a simple and versatile method of finishing a solid surface and adaptable to non-planar objects. When nano-texturing moulding or replication tools the surface can be appropriately prepared by polishing in the direction orthogonal to the direction of intended periodic features; that is polishing along the axis to which the E-field will be aligned during processing.
By rotating the polarisation through 90 • we formed LIPSS aligned with the polishing direction and these can be seen in Fig. 1 where features show poor uniformity as polishing marks appear to disrupt the structured ablation field. The apparent doubling of the spatial frequency seen here was explained by field migration of half a feature period (quarter of the amplitude periodic structure) occurring after ablation of the initial LIPSS to a characteristic depth [31] . 
Conclusions
We have demonstrated experimentally, and with reference to theory, that it is not necessary to start with a perfectly polished surface to generate highly uniform LIPSS. Instead, the substrate surface finish needs to only avoid features with vector spatial frequencies close to those of the intended LIPSS. An appropriate finish was provided by a high speed and low cost process: linear polishing with a spinning cloth wheel. This provides good surface finish on the length scale of the period of typical LIPSS. Setting the fluence to just above the single pulse ablation threshold allowed rapid formation of these features and use of line focused light successfully generated a comparatively large area with a single pass at a rate of 5 mm 2 s −1 , with a laser repetition rate of only 5 kHz; a process found to be highly repeatable.
